
WELCOME to our weekly pub-

l ic open evenings for the

201 8/1 9 season. Each night there

wil l be a half-hour talk which begins

promptly at 7.1 5pm. Please note

that the talk wil l be recorded and

archived for onl ine streaming.

The talk is fol lowed by an oppor-

tunity to observe if (and only if! ) the

weather is clear. The IoA’s historical

Northumberland and Thorrowgood

telescopes, along with our modern

1 6-inch telescope, wil l be open for

observations. In addition, the

Cambridge Astronomical Associ-

ation wil l provide a floorshow out-

doors on the Observatory lawns,

relaying l ive images from their tele-

scopes and providing a comment-

ary. I f we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy,

we’l l offer you a concil iatory cup of

tea after the talk (with perhaps some

more astro-information in the lecture

theatre for those who want to stay

on).

I f you have any questions,

suggestions or comments about the

IoA Open Evenings please contact

Matt Bothwell at

bothwell@ast.cam.ac.uk.

Our weekly welcome

TONIGHT'S SPEAKER

Nina Sartorio

How to grow a massive
star
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Hayabusa 2 touches down

A Japanese spacecraft,

Hayabusa 2, has touched down on

an asteroid and retrieved a sample

of material .

This has been a long time in the

making. The Hayabusa 2 mission

to the asteroid 1 621 73 Ryugu

reached its destination back in

June 201 8, after a long journey of

over three years.

The predecessor to the current

mission (Hayabusa) tried to do

something similar 1 3 years ago,

but was damaged while sampling

material from its asteroid and only

managed to bring back a few

micrograms of asteroid dust.

The target for the mission,

1 621 73 Ryugu, is a

'carbonaceous' asteroid around

1 km wide. The asteroid also

counts as a 'near-Earth' object,

which is part of the puzzle -- how

do carbon-rich asteroids migrate

out of the asteroid belt to become

near-Earth objects?

The new samples collected

hope to shed light on this question.

After arriving at the asteroid last

summer, Hayabusa 2 has been

'parked' around 20km above the

space rock. In the early hours of

February 21 , Hayabusa 2 began to

descend and final ly touched down

on the asteroid. Soon afterwards,

a bul let (made of tantalum) was

fired at the asteroid, and the

resulting debris careful ly col lected.

The spacecraft plans to return

to Earth in 2020, after which the

samples can be analysed. One

important question is whether this

type of asteroid might have been

responsible for forming Earth's

oceans.

Prof Alan Fitzsimmons, from

Queen's University Belfast, said

"After the Rosetta mission, it's now

clear that most of Earth's water did

not come from comets in the early

days of the Solar System. We

believe carbon-rich (C-type)

asteroids may have significant

amounts of water locked up in

their rocks. I t's possible such

asteroids may have brought to

Earth both the water and the

organic material necessary for l ife

to start.These samples wil l be

crucial in investigating this

possibi l ity."

An artist's impression ofHayabusa 2 landing on the asteroid Ryugu.
Credit: JAXA
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Astronomers have spotted a

star in the nearby Andromeda

galaxy with a 'remarkable' property

-- it explodes every year, and has

been doing so for the past mil l ion

years (at least!).

The star -- named M31 N 2008-

1 2a -- is no ordinary object. I t is

actual ly a twin system, consisting

of one normal star and one white

dwarf (which is a compressed

dead star, left over after a small

star dies).

The white dwarf siphons off gas

from the larger star, which is then

compressed onto the dwarf's

surface under the intense

gravitational pul l . Once the amount

of stel lar material on the surface

reaches a critical point, it explodes

in a superheated 'fusion reaction',

throwing material off at 1 0,000

km/s.

In the strange case of M31 N

2008-1 2a, this happens every

year. And the ejected material has

formed a complex nest of cocoons

around the stars.

When we first discovered that

M31 N 2008-1 2a erupted every

year, we were very surprised," said

co-author Allen Shafter of San

Diego State University.

According to models, this series

of explosions might spell the

beginning of the end for the star.

These frequent `nova' explosions

are thought to be the buildup to a

much larger `supernova' explosion,

which wil l tear the white dwarf

apart. But you or I won't be around

to see it -- the white dwarf is

thought to have around 40,000

years to go before the end.

Telescope mirror inspector
sounds l ike a job I could see
myself doing.

Joke of the Week

An international team of

astronomers have used the

LOFAR radio telescope to discover

hundreds of thousands of

previously-unknown galaxies.

This is no small

accomplishment, and was carried

out by an international

col laboration of 200 astronomers

from 1 8 countries.

LOFAR is the Low Frequency

Array, a network of radio

telescopes spread across the

Netherlands, Germany, France

and the United Kingdom. The team

used LOFAR to carry out an all-

new sky survey, which detected

more than 300,000 new radio

sources -- almost al l of them

distant galaxies.

The team produced 26 science

papers on the new dataset,

measuring everything from stars

forming, to magnetic fields and

black holes.

Amongst other results, it is

hoped that this new dataset wil l

al low astronomers greater insight

into how galaxies and their

supermassive black holes grow

and evolve together. The radio

waves detected from these

galaxies often come from 'jets' of

material shooting out of the central

supermassive black holes."LOFAR

has a remarkable sensitivity, and

that al lows us to see that these

jets are present in al l of the most

massive galaxies, which means

that their black holes never stop

eating," said team member Phil ip

Best, at the University of

Edinburgh.

As much new science is coming

out of this massive haul of new

galaxies, this should be just the tip

of the iceberg. This data release

represents just 2 percent of the ful l

sky survey, and LOFAR team

members hope to reveal over 1 5

mil l ion new galaxies by the time

they are finished.

Star in Andromeda explodes every year

Astronomers find 300,000
new galaxies

GK Persei, a much closer but similar nova remnant, around 500 light years away. Credit; X-ray:

NASA/CXC/RIKEN/D.Takei et al; Optical: NASA/STScI ; Radio: NRAO/VL




